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COMPUTATION OF A FUNCTION OF A MATRIX
WITH CLOSE EIGENVALUES BY MEANS OF
THE NEWTON INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL
V.G. KURBATOV AND I.V. KURBATOVA
Abstract. An algorithm for computing an analytic function of a matrix A
is described. The algorithm is intended for the case where A has some close
eigenvalues, and clusters (subsets) of close eigenvalues are separated from each
other. This algorithm is a modification of some well known and widely used
algorithms. A novel feature is an approximate calculation of divided differences
for the Newton interpolating polynomial in a special way. This modification
does not require to reorder the Schur triangular form and to solve Sylvester
equations.
1. Introduction
Matrix functions (see, e.g., [5, 7]) play a role of a useful language and an effec-
tive tool in many applications. The most popular matrix function is the matrix
exponential; it is closely connected with solutions of differential equations. One of
the problems (see [12, 13]) that arise in the process of calculating a function f of
a matrix A is appearing of expressions of the form f(µ1)−f(µ2)
µ1−µ2
, where µ1 and µ2
are eigenvalues of the matrix A. If the eigenvalues µ1 and µ2 are close to each
other, the literal meaning of the expression f(µ1)−f(µ2)
µ1−µ2
implies the calculation of
differences of close numbers, which leads to essential loss of accuracy, see [12, 13]
for a detailed discussion. If the difference µ1 − µ2 is very small, it is reasonable to
change approximately the expression f(µ1)−f(µ2)
µ1−µ2
by f ′(µ1). But if the difference
µ1 − µ2 is neither large nor small, then the problem becomes more serious.
A way of overcoming this problem was discussed in [14, 15, 10, 11, 16, 3, 9].
The initial step consists in the transformation of the matrix A to a triangular form
by means of the Schur algorithm (see, e.g., [7, ch. 7]). As a result, in particular,
the spectrum of the matrix A becomes known. After that the spectrum is divided
into clusters (parts) Sj in such a way that the eigenvalues within a cluster are
close to each other, and the eigenvalues from different clusters lie far apart, for a
detailed discussion of this procedure we refer to [11, 3]. Then, the Schur triangular
representation is reordered, i.e., it is changed so that the eigenvalues (which are the
diagonal elements of the triangular matrix) from the same cluster are situated near
to each other (the standard Schur algorithm does not guarantee such an ordering
even in the case of the real spectrum). Thus, one arrives at the block triangular
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representation in which the spectra of different diagonal blocks are concentrated
in small sets (clusters), and, at the same time, are widely spaced from each other.
Finally, the function of the block triangular matrix is calculated recursively, i.e., one
block diagonal after the other, see [14, 15]; these computations employ solving the
Sylvester equations. When the function f is applied to an individual diagonal block,
the function f is replaced by its Taylor expansion, see [10, 3]. As a consequence the
problem connected with the calculation of divided differences of the kind f(µ1)−f(µ2)
µ1−µ2
with close µ1 and µ2 disappears.
In this article a modification of the above algorithm is offered. It allows one to
avoid the procedures of reordering the triangular Schur representation and solving
the Sylvester equations.
The idea of the algorithm consists in the calculation of the approximate Newton
interpolating polynomial p(A) of A instead of f(A), where the points of interpo-
lation are eigenvalues µi of A. In this case the problem of cancellation of close
numbers in the divided differences f(µ1)−f(µ2)
µ1−µ2
moves to the stage of forming the
Newton interpolating polynomial p. The problem is solved in the old way, i.e.,
by means of an approximation of f by its Taylor polynomial in a neighbourhood
of close eigenvalues, which leads to a calculation of p with high accuracy. So, it
remains to substitute the matrix A into p. Numerical experiments show that the
algorithm can be used when the order n of the matrix A is less then 30. The al-
gorithm implies that the calculation of a matrix polynomial is a solvable problem.
In this connection we refer to [17, 8] where the calculation of matrix powers and
matrix polynomials are discussed.
In Section 2 the definition of the Newton interpolating polynomial is recalled.
In Section 3 the calculation of divided differences is analysed. The whole algorithm
is described in Section 4. Some numerical experiments are presented in Section 5.
In Section 6 an application to a symbolic calculation of the impulse response of a
dynamical system is discussed.
2. The Newton interpolating polynomial
Let µ1, µ2, . . . , µn be given complex numbers (some of them may coincide
with others) called points of interpolation. Let a complex-valued function f be
defined and analytic in a neighbourhood of these points. Divided differences of the
function f with respect to the points µ1, µ2, . . . , µn are defined (see, e.g., [6]) by
the recurrent relations
∆iif = f
[0](µi) = f(µi),
∆i+1i f = f
[1](µi, µi+1) =
f [0](µi+1)− f
[0](µi)
µi+1 − µi
,
∆i+mi f = f
[m](µi, . . . , µi+m) =
f [m−1](µi+1, . . . , µi+m)− f
[m−1](µi, . . . , µi+m−1)
µi+m − µi
.
(1)
In these formulas, if the denominator vanishes, then the quotient means the deriv-
ative with respect to one of the arguments of the previous divided difference (this
agreement may by derived by continuity from Corollary 2).
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Proposition 1. The divided differences possess the representation
f [m](µi, µi+1, . . . , µi+m) =
1
2pii
∫
Γ
f(λ) dλ
(λ− µi)(λ − µi+1) . . . (λ − µi+m)
,
where the contour Γ encloses all the points of interpolation µi, µi+1, . . . , µi+m.
Proof. See [6, ch. 1, § 4.3, formula (54)]. 
Corollary 2. The divided difference ∆i+mi f = f
[m](µi, µi+1, . . . , µi+m) is a sym-
metric function, i.e., it does not depend on the order of its arguments µi, µi+1, . . . ,
µi+m.
Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 1. 
It is convenient to arrange the divided differences into the triangular table
(2)
∆11 ∆
2
2 . . . ∆
k
k . . . ∆
n−2
n−2 ∆
n−1
n−1 ∆
n
n
∆21 ∆
3
2 . . . ∆
k+1
k . . . ∆
n−1
n−2 ∆
n
n−1
∆31 ∆
4
2 . . . ∆
k+2
k . . . ∆
n
n−2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
∆n−11 ∆
n
2
∆n1
The interpolating polynomial in the Newton form or shortly the Newton inter-
polating polynomial with respect to the points µ1, µ2, . . . , µn is (see, e.g., [6]) the
polynomial
p(λ) = ∆11f + (λ− µ1)∆
2
1f + (λ − µ2)(λ− µ1)∆
3
1f
+ (λ − µ3)(λ− µ2)(λ− µ1)∆
4
1f + . . .
+ (λ − µn−1)(λ− µn−2) . . . (λ− µ1)∆
n
1f.
(3)
We stress that the Newton interpolating polynomial contains only divided differ-
ences from the first column of table (2). The main property of the interpolating
polynomial is (see, e.g., [6]) the equalities
p(µi) = f(µi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
If two or more points µ1, µ2, . . . , µn coincide, the last formula is understood as the
equality of the corresponding derivatives.
A discussion of the direct application of the Newton interpolating polynomial to
the calculation of matrix functions can be found in [11, 16, 4].
3. The principal divided differences
Let us discuss the structure of the Newton interpolating polynomial in a special
case. Let us assume that some k points µl+1, µl+2, . . . , µl+k are situated close to
each other (in particular, some of them may coincide with one another), and the
rest of points µ1, µ2, . . . , µl and µl+k+1, µl+k+2, . . . , µn are situated far apart
from them (it is possible that some of them are also close to each other). For
better distinguishing, sometimes we denote the points from the second group by
the symbols ν1, ν2, . . . , νl and νl+k+1, νl+k+2, . . . , νn instead of µ1, µ2, . . . , µl and
µl+k+1, µl+k+2, . . . , µn.
We call a divided difference ∆i+mi g principal if its indices satisfy the inequalities
l+1 ≤ i and i+m ≤ l+k. In table (2) principal divided differences form a triangle
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with the legs of the length k. For the sake of clarity we write out some principal
divided differences, for example, when k = 3:
f(µl+1), f(µl+2), f(µl+3),
f(µl+2)− f(µl+1)
µl+2 − µl+1
,
f(µl+3)− f(µl+2)
µl+3 − µl+2
,
f(µl+3)−f(µl+2)
µl+3−µl+2
− f(µl+2)−f(µl+1)
µl+2−µl+1
µl+3 − µl+1
.
We call a divided difference ∆i+mi g non-principal if its indices satisfy the inequalities
l + 1 ≤ i ≤ l + k and i +m > l + k. In table (2) non-principle divided differences
are situated below principle ones.
According to definition (1), divided differences must be computed row by row
(in any order in each row). We note that principle divided differences may be
computed separately (row by row), i.e., independently of other divided differences.
We stress that problems with division by a difference of close numbers arise when
we compute principal divided differences, but does not arise when we compute non-
principle ones. Actually, according to (1), when we compute the denominator of a
principal divided difference ∆l+ml+i f the new difference µl+m−µl+i (of close numbers
µl+m and µi) arise. But when we compute non-principal divided differences, new
denominators may have only the form νj − µl+i (which are not small numbers).
We summarize these observations in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The divided differences of the function f possess the following
properties.
(a) Principal divided differences depend only on the points µl+1, µl+2, . . . , µl+k
and the values of the function f (and may be its derivatives) at these points.
(b) The denominators of the form µl+m − µl+i with i,m = 1, . . . , k (which are
small numbers) may appear only during the calculation of principal divided
differences (after that they may get into non-principal divided differences,
but only in an implicit form as parts of already calculated principle ones).
(c) The denominators of the form νj − µl+i with i = 1, . . . , k and j 6= l +
1, . . . , l + k (which are large numbers) may appear only in non-principal
divided differences.
Proof. The complete proof is by induction on m. 
Proposition 3(c) shows that if we meet with success in organizing the calculation
of principal divided differences without essential losses of accuracy, then there will
be no large losses of accuracy in the calculation of non-principal ones as well.
In order to compute the principal divided differences we approximate the function
f in a neighbourhood of the points µl+1, µl+2, . . . , µl+k by a polynomial h. The
simplest and universal way is to take for h the Taylor polynomial of the function f
about the middle point
µ¯ =
µl+1 + µl+2 + · · ·+ µl+k
k
.
It is desirable that some disk centered in µ¯ contains all the points µl+1, µl+2, . . . ,
µl+k and lies in the domain of the function f . We note that it would be more
convenient to take for µ¯ the centre of a disk of the smallest radius that contains
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all the points µl+1, µl+2, . . . , µl+k. But finding such a centre requires additional
efforts.
In the absence of a complementary information on the matrix A it is reasonable
to take the degree of h not less than k − 1. In exact arithmetic, the higher degree
of h, the better approximation may be achieved, but the enlargement of the degree
of h slows down the calculations. Thus a compromise is necessary, for a detailed
discussion see [3].
So, let us assume that in a neighbourhood of µ¯ the function f is replaced by the
polynomial
(4) h(λ) =
k+γ∑
α=0
cα(λ− µ¯)
α
of degree k+γ, where γ = −1, 0, 1, . . . . For the sake of clarity, we write out principal
divided differences of h for the special case when k = 4 and γ = 0:
∆l+1l+1h = c0 + c1ξl+1 + c2ξ
2
l+1 + c3ξ
3
l+1 + c4ξ
4
l+1,
∆l+2l+1h = c1 + c2(ξl+1 + ξl+2) + c3(ξ
2
l+1 + ξl+1ξl+2 + ξ
2
l+2)
+ c4(ξ
3
l+1 + ξ
2
l+1ξl+2 + ξl+1ξ
2
l+2 + ξ
3
l+2),
∆l+3l+1h = c2 + c3(ξl+1 + ξl+2 + ξl+3)
+ c4(ξ
2
l+1 + ξ
2
l+2 + ξ
2
l+2 + ξ
2
l+3 + ξl+1ξl+2 + ξl+1ξl+3 + ξl+2ξl+3),
∆l+4l+1h = c3 + c4(ξl+1 + ξl+2 + ξl+3 + ξl+4),
where ξi is the shorthand for µi − µ¯.
The structure of h is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Let a function h be a polynomial of the form (4) in a neighbourhood
of the points µi, µi+1, . . . , µi+m. Then the divided differences of the function h
possess the representation
∆i+mi h =
k+γ∑
α=m
cασα−m(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m)
= cm +
k+γ∑
α=m+1
cασα−m(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m),
(5)
where the homogeneous polynomials σα are defined by the formulas
σ0(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m) = 1,
σα(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m) =
∑
i0+i1+···+im=α
ξi0i ξ
i1
i+1 . . . ξ
im
i+m.
In particular, the divided differences of the function h does not contain differences
of close numbers in denominators (in this representation).
Proof. Since we are interested only in principal divided differences, by Proposi-
tion 3(a), we may assume that k = n. We proceed by induction on m. For
m = 0 the assertion is evident. We assume that representation (5) holds for
∆i+m−1i h = h
[m−1](ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1). We show that representation (5) holds
for ∆i+mi h = h
[m](ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi+m). We begin with the auxiliary identity
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(if ξi+m = ξi, the division by ξi+m − ξi is understood as the differentiation; cf. the
definition of a divided difference)
σα(ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi+m)− σα(ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi)
ξi+m − ξi
=
∑
i0+i1+···+im−1=α
ξi1i+1 . . . ξ
im
i+m−1
ξi0i+m − ξ
i0
i
ξi+m − ξi
=
∑
i0+i1+···+im−1=α
ξi1i+1 . . . ξ
im
i+m−1
i0−1∑
ii+m=0
ξ
i0−ii+m
i ξ
ii+m
i+m
=
∑
i0+i1+···+im=α−1
ξi0i ξ
i1
i+1 . . . ξ
im
i+m−1ξ
ii+m
i+m
= σα−1(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m).
By definition and by Corollary 2 we can represent ∆i+mi h in the form
∆i+mi h =
h[m−1](ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi+m)− h
[m−1](ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi)
ξi+m − ξi
.
Therefore (by the above auxiliary identity)
∆i+mi h =
h[m−1](ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi+m)− h
[m−1](ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi)
ξi+m − ξi
=
1
ξi+m − ξi
(
k+l∑
α=m−1
cασα−m+1(ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi+m)
−
k+l∑
α=m−1
cασα−m+1(ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m−1, ξi)
)
=
k+l∑
α=m
cασα−m(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m)
= cm +
k+l∑
α=m+1
cασα−m(ξi, ξi+1, . . . , ξi+m).
Thus, representation (5) is established. 
Finally, we arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let in a neighbourhood of the points µl+1, µl+2, . . . , µl+k the function
f coincide with a polynomial. Then the divided differences ∆i+mi f , l+1 ≤ i ≤ l+k,
can be computed without subtraction of close numbers in denominators.
Proof. For principal divided differences the proof follows from Proposition 4. For
non-principal divided differences the proof follows from Proposition 3. 
4. An algorithm for the calculation of a matrix function
Let A be a square matrix of the size n × n. In order to find its eigenvalues we
apply to the matrix A the Schur algorithm, see [7]. (If the matrix A is real, the
real form of the Schur algorithm can be used; it generates a block triangular matrix
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with diagonal elements of the sizes 2× 2 and 1× 1.) We write out the eigenvalues
of A (counted with multiplicity): µ1, µ2, . . . , µn.
Let a small number δ > 0 be given. We split the set of all eigenvalues into
clusters (parts) S1, S2, . . . , Sβ in such a way that [3]
(a) |µi − µj | ≥ δ for any µi ∈ Si and µj ∈ Sj with i 6= j;
(b) for any pair µ1, µω from the same cluster Sj there exists a chain µ1, . . . , µk =
µω ∈ Si such that |µi − µi+1| < δ for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
An algorithm for splitting eigenvalues into clusters can be found in [3, p. 474]. We
denote by kj the number of eigenvalues in the cluster Sj .
We reorder the eigenvalues. Namely, we arrange the eigenvalues in such a way
that the eigenvalues from the same cluster are situated one after the other. Note
that this reordering is essentially more simple than the reordering of diagonal ele-
ments in the Schur triangular representation.
Let f be an analytic function defined in a neighbourhood of the spectrum of the
matrix A. Our aim is an approximate calculation of the matrix f(A). We recall
(see, e.g., [7, theorem 11.2.1]) that if at all points µi of the spectrum of A the values
of functions f and p and their derivatives are close to each other up to the order of
the multiplicity of µi, then p(A) ≈ f(A). So, for an approximation to f(A) we take
p(A), where a polynomial p approximates f in a neighbourhood of the spectrum
of A.
According to Section 3, on each cluster Sj we approximate the function f by a
polynomial
(6) hj(λ) =
kj+γj∑
α=0
cαj(λ− µ¯j)
α,
where γj is chosen so that the difference f − hj is small in a neighbourhood of the
cluster Sj . For each j, we compute principal divided differences of f as principal
divided differences of hj in accordance with formula (5). After principal divided
differences are calculated for all j, we compute non-principal divided differences of f
by definition (1). Next, we insert the divided differences into formula (3) and obtain
the approximate Newton interpolating polynomial p. Finally, we substitute the
matrixA into the polynomial p and obtain p(A) which is approximately equals f(A).
We note that the employment of the Schur form may simplify this substitution.
We note that in exact arithmetic the offered algorithm results in the same ap-
proximation of f(A) as the algorithm described in [3]. Indeed, it is easy to see
that the calculation of p(A), where p coincides with hj in a neighbourhood of Sj ,
according to the algorithm from [14], gives just the result from [3]. Nevertheless the
described algorithm needs not a reordering of eigenvalues in the Schur triangular
representation and solving the Sylvester equations.
Let us discuss briefly how to choose δ. According to the definition, δ is the
estimate of the distance between the clusters from below, i.e., δ is the best (known)
constant in the estimate µi − νj ≥ δ, where µi and νj are from different clusters.
Hence the calculation of µi−νj may result in the drop of approximately log10 |µi|−
log10 δ significant decimal digits in floating point arithmetic. So, if the desirable
final accuracy and the accuracy of the eigenvalues µi are known, one can estimate
the smallest admissible δ.
A visual control may be very useful. Since we assume that the eigenvalues µi
are known, we may display the spectrum of the matrix A. The figure can help to
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choose clusters Sj and their centres µ¯j almost manually. If the eigenvalues have
a kind of uniform distribution, the algorithm can be applied only in two extreme
ways (it becomes trivial, but not obligatorily useless): either we interpret the whole
spectrum as the only cluster (in this case the application of the algorithm implies
the replacement of f by its Taylor polynomial) or we consider each eigenvalue as
a separate cluster (in this case the application of the algorithm is equivalent to
the calculation of p(A), where p is the Newton interpolating polynomial (3) with
divided differences calculated by direct formulas (1)).
5. Numerical experiments
In all numerical experiments we compute approximately eA. The minimal pos-
sible distance δ = 0.01 between clusters and the maximal possible size η = 0.001 of
the clusters are the same for all experiments.
The results of the experiments are presented in Table 1 (numbers smaller than
10−10 are replaced with zeros). Each row of Table 1 describes the joint result of
1000 experiments with the same parameters. The headings of Table 1 have the
following meanings: n is the order of the matrix A; K is the maximal admissible
number kj of eigenvalues in one cluster; γ is the parameter from formula (4) (it
is assumed that γ is the same for all clusters Sj); E(κ(T )) is the sample mean
of the condition number κ(T ) = ‖T ‖ · ‖T−1‖ of the similarity transformation T
defined below; E
(‖p(A)−eA‖
‖eA‖
)
is the sample mean of the relative accuracy ‖p(A)−e
A‖
‖eA‖ ,
where eA is the exact exponential of A and p(A) is computed according to the
algorithm from Section 4; Max(κ(T )) and Max
(‖p(A)−eA‖
‖eA‖
)
are maximum values of
the same quantities; M is the number of experiments (from 1000) that resulted in
‖p(A)−eA‖
‖eA‖ > 0.001. By ‖A‖ we mean the operator norm
‖A‖ = max{ ‖Ax‖2 : ‖x‖2 = 1 },
where ‖x‖2 =
√
|x1|2 + · · ·+ |xn|2.
Each numerical experiment consists in the following. First, the sequence k1, k2,
. . . , kβ of multiplicities is constructed. The numbers kj are defined as random
whole numbers from [1,K]; the last number kβ is chosen so that k1 + · · ·+ kβ = n.
After that the approximate centres µ¯
(ini)
j , j = 1, . . . , β, are defined as random
numbers from [−2, 0] × [−ipi, ipi]. If mini6=j |µ¯
(ini)
i − µ¯
(ini)
j | < δ, then the sequence
µ1, µ2, . . . , µβ is rejected and another sequence is chosen. The eigenvalues µi,
i = 1, . . . , n, of A from the jth cluster are defined as µ¯
(ini)
j plus random numbers
from [−η, η]× [−iη, iη] (we recall that the cluster Sj contains kj eigenvalues). Let Λ
be a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements µi, i = 1, . . . , n, and T be a matrix
(similarity transformation) consisting of random numbers from [−1, 1]× [−i, i]. We
set A = T−1ΛT (we never met a case when T is not invertible). We take for the
exact matrix eA the matrix T−1eΛT . Finally we compute the approximation p(A)
of eA according to the algorithm from Section 4 and compare p(A) with the exact
matrix eA.
The first three rows of Table 1 corresponds to the case K = 1, which means that
there are no close eigenvalues; in this case the method under discussion coincides
with the ordinary usage of the Newton interpolating polynomial (thus, the value
of γ makes no difference). The numerical experiments show that the direct usage
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of the Newton interpolating polynomial (within the framework of this experiment,
i.e., for δ = 0.01, the function f(λ) = eλ etc.) is not reliable if n > 60. The next
four rows show that in the case n = 40 the algorithm should be applied with care.
The case where K ≤ 30 can be considered as more or less admissible. The case
K ≤ 20 is quite reliable; in this case taking γ > −1 is not very essential.
Table 1. Results of numerical experiments
n K γ Max(κ(T )) E(κ(T )) Max
(‖p(A)−eA‖
‖eA‖
)
E
(‖p(A)−eA‖
‖eA‖
)
M
70 1 −1 211500 4664 158.6 0.2101 82
60 1 −1 107400 3196 0.001646 5.03× 10−6 2
50 1 −1 166600 2375 5.839× 10−6 8.722× 10−9 0
40 2 −1 46850 1648 32.39 0.05746 56
40 2 5 70450 1749 0.001696 1.699× 10−6 1
40 4 −1 138000 1810 7.793× 107 109000 146
40 4 5 63870 1817 7.759× 108 789400 67
30 2 -1 86900 1062 356.5 0.3565 1
30 2 5 70990 1043 0 0 0
30 4 −1 34700 1015 16.85 0.01878 17
30 4 5 42530 1011 0.000098 1.037× 10−7 0
30 8 −1 49010 1099 861200 1144 36
30 8 5 57790 1163 1.88× 108 190400 13
20 4 −1 97310 668 5.046× 10−7 2.032× 10−9 0
20 4 5 15090 582.3 0 0 0
20 8 −1 35840 589.2 3.045 0.003217 3
20 8 5 24080 551.5 6.936× 10−6 1.173× 10−8 0
20 16 −1 27380 588.3 1155. 1.155 2
20 16 5 21470 615.3 0.0009528 9.528× 10−7 0
6. Symbolic calculation of the impulse response
The offered algorithm can be applied to a calculation of analytic functions ft
of A depending on a parameter, e.g., ft(λ) = e
λt. In this Section we discuss an
example of such a problem.
Let us consider the dynamical system
x′(t) = Ax(t) + bu(t),
y(t) = 〈x(t), d〉
(7)
with the scalar input u and the scalar output y. Here, b, d ∈ Cn are given vectors,
and the symbol 〈·, ·〉 means the inner product. In the majority of applications
the spectrum of A is contained in the open left half plane. We also note that in
many applications (e.g., in control problems) a high accuracy (more than 0.001) of
the solution makes no sense, because the accuracy of the initial physical model is
essentially lower.
The impulse response of system (7) is the solution y of (7) that corresponds to
the input u(t) = δ(t), where δ is the Dirac function, and equals zero when t < 0.
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It is well known that the impulse response of system (7) can be represented in the
form
(8) t 7→ 〈d, eAtb〉, t > 0.
We assume that the order n of the matrix A is rather small (n is about 10). In
this case the algorithm under discussion allows one to present the impulse response
in a symbolic form, i.e., in the form of a formula. If the order n of A is large, the
symbolic representation of the impulse response is too cumbersome; in this case,
some reduced order method [1, 2] can be applied in advance.
We interpret the matrix eAt as the analytic function ft(λ) = e
λt depending on
the parameter t applied to the matrix A. Hence we are able to make use of the
algorithm from Section 4. In a neighbourhood of the cluster Sj we define hj as the
Taylor polynomial of the function ft(λ) = e
λt depending on the parameter t:
hj(λ) =
kj+γj∑
α=0
tαeµ¯jt
α!
(λ− µ¯j)
α.
This is a special case of formula (6) with the coefficients
cαj(t) =
tαeµ¯jt
α!
, j = 1, . . . , β, α = 0, . . . kj + γj ,
depending on the parameter t. Therefore proposition 4 remains valid. As a result
the divided differences ∆i+mi , the coefficients of the Newton interpolating polyno-
mial p from Section 4, and the elements of the matrix p(A) are linear combinations
of the functions cαj . Thus finally we arrive at a formula similar to the classical
representation of the impulse response in the form of a linear combination of the
functions t 7→ t
αeµit
α! .
But there are some distinctions. We recall that the degree kj + γj of the poly-
nomial hj may happen to be greater than the number kj of points in the cluster Sj
diminished by 1 (provided that γj > −1). In this case the power α in the expres-
sion tαeµ¯jt may turn out to be more than kj − 1, which is unusual for the exact
representation of the impulse response. Besides, the numbers µ¯j may not coincide
precisely with the eigenvalues µi of A.
Numerical experiments show that the substitution t = 1 into the matrix-function
t 7→ eAt computed in the described way gives the result which coincides within the
accuracy of calculations (10−16) with eA computed in accordance with the algorithm
from Section 4.
We conclude with the well known remark. Representation (8) of the impulse
response shows that when we substitute the powers Ai of the matrix A into the
polynomial p it is enough to restrict ourselves to the calculation of Aib instead of
the whole Ai.
7. Conclusion
An algorithm for computing an analytic function of an n × n-matrix A is pre-
sented. This algorithm is a modification of the algorithms from [14, 15, 16, 10, 11,
3, 9]. The algorithm works correctly when A is allowed to have close eigenvalues.
It reliably works when n ≤ 20. The algorithm can be used for the calculation of
a symbolic representation of the impulse response of a dynamical system of small
dimension.
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